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Hardcore-Conscious, Hip-Hop at it's best. Philly's Finest raises the bar with strong lyrical wit. 19 MP3

Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hardcore Rap, URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix Details: Hitting the rap  Hip Hop game

hard as hell with 'the cure' for world starvation, it's Anubyss: The Jackel. Born and raised in South

Philadelphia, Gregeory Williams ,Anubyss is destined to be a star in the rap arena. With his passion for

music  strong lyrical wit on the mic, his emotions will rap you with truth, love  real life. (((imagine))) a

charismatic personality coming straight at you with a hardcore style of intelligence to lift you out of your

social, culturial  unconscious spell. Anubyss has been recording proffessionally since '89. In 2000 he

released his first independent project entitled "When Darkness Comes". Philadelphia's major radio

station, Power 99 FM, gave the project exceptional response! While anticipating some upcoming

performances in Memphis TN ,The Black Lily and Club Flow, he is currently promoting two new releases

entitled "The Path  The Life" and "Long Hard Journey" Log on to anubyssthe official website to sample

the talent of the shrewd lyrical "genius" ANUBYSS : THE JACKEL Back in '89 Anubyss was under a

former name. Then he was called G.Live G. he was featured on a compilation Album called "Taking no

Shorts" under the group "Too Brown" Anubyss and his old group enjoyed some mild success and toured

locally within the tri state area ;Philadelphia,PA, New Jersey, and Delaware. Anubyss performed alot after

that in various highschools and junior high schools in the Philadelphia area all that year of 1990-1991. He

later started reading and studying religious and philosophical literature. And that begin the birthing

process of what would soon become Anubyss. Self taught but well learned Anubyss held classes out of

his own home on various subjects regarding philosophy, and ancient cultures. But during this 7 year

period Anubyss stopped pursuing his rap career to totally dedicated himself to his studies. During that

time though he stopped rapping proffessionally he never stopped writing and rapping amongst colleagues
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of his. They were very impressed!! It was with a culturial and historical twist Thus Anubis was born. the

fever to want to rap again had re emerged stronger then ever. The inspiration for the spelling change of

the name was to maintiain more of a mystery behind the idea, not always rapping about cultue or serious

topics. It left it open to still be hardcore, gangster, club, street, hip hop, or conscious. The lesson he

overall learned "That it's all about moods and relating to people" to learn more and hear more please visit

us at anubyss.com
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